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Immanuel Kant was the fourth of nine children born to Johann
Georg Cant, a harness maker, and Anna Regina Cant. Later in
his life, Immanuel changed the spelling of his name to Kantto to
adhere to German spelling practices. Both parents were devout
followers of Pietism, an 18th-century branch of the Lutheran
Church.
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Amazon.com: Kant: A Biography (9780521524063): â€¦
www.amazon.com › â€¦ › New, Used & Rental Textbooks › Humanities
This is the first full-length biography in more than fifty years of Immanuel Kant, one of the
giants among the pantheon of Western philosophers, and one of the most powerful â€¦

Kant: A Biography - Kindle edition by Manfred Kuehn ...
www.amazon.com › â€¦ › Kindle eBooks › Biographies & Memoirs
Kant the man has been caricatured as an anti-social celibate pedant who lived his life
with mechanical accuracy. This much needed full length Biography of Immanuel Kant is
well-researched, well-documented and well-written, and goes a long way to removing
these erroneous assumptions.

Immanuel Kant - Philosopher - Biography
https://www.biography.com/people/immanuel-kant-9360144
Watch video · Immanuel Kant was a German philosopher of the late 18th century who
wrote the Critique of Pure Reason during the Enlightenment Era. Learn more at
Biography.com. Immanuel Kant was a German philosopher during the Enlightenment era
of the late 18th century.

Kant: A Biography - PDF Drive
https://www.pdfdrive.net/kant-a-biography-e21662991.html
George Bush: The Unauthorized Biography 565 Pages · 2006 · 3.15 MB · 189 Downloads
The Bush family joined the Eastern Establishment comparatively recently, and only â€¦

Kant: A Biography - Manfred Kuehn - Google Books
books.google.com › Philosophy › History & Surveys › General
Kant: a biography User Review - Not Available - Book Verdict This book bills itself as "the
first full-length biography of Kant in over fifty years," but it is more than that.

Kant: A Biography by Manfred Kuehn | 9780521497046 ...
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/kant-manfred-kuehn/1117323210
Suggesting that the philosophy of Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) cannot be properly
appreciated without understanding the impact of the momentous events of the 18th
century on his life and thought, Kuehn (philosophy, Philipps- Universität Marburg,
Germany) presents an intellectual biography of the professor.

Kant: A Biography by Manfred Kuehn
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/315946.Kant
Kant has 69 ratings and 11 reviews. Philippe-Antoine said: As the lives of great
philosophers go, Kantâ€™s was not among the most exciting. He did not fath...

Immanuel Kant | Biography, Philosophy, Books, & Facts ...
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Immanuel-Kant
Immanuel Kant, (born April 22, 1724, Königsberg, Prussia [now Kaliningrad,
Russia]â€”died February 12, 1804, Königsberg), German philosopher whose
comprehensive and systematic work in epistemology (the theory of knowledge), ethics,
and aesthetics greatly influenced all subsequent philosophy, especially the various â€¦

Project MUSE - Kant: A Biography (review)
muse.jhu.edu › Browse › Philosophy
Kant: A Biography. New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001. Pp. xxii + 544. Cloth,
$34.95. Kuehn's biography of Kant is an extraordinary scholarly and â€¦

Kant A Biography
Amazon.com/NonfictionBooks
Ad Millions of titles, new & used. Free Shipping on Qualified Orders.
The Greatest Works of Immanuel Kant: Complete Critiques, Philosophical Works and ...
Shop Our Huge Selection · Shop Best Sellers · Fast Shipping · Explore Amazon Devices
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